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Next meeting: Wednesday, JUNE 9th... Online!
IMPACT OF THE IMPACT
Please join us for our next meeting on Wednesday,
June 9th. We will start the online meeting on Zoom
at 6:30pm Central Time with informal chat and show
-and-tell of fossils, and the formal meeting will start at
7:00pm. We will have a short presentation by Mariah Holloway of Baylor, accepting her DPS scholarship. Then Dr. Sean Gulick, Research Professor at
the Institute for Geophysics and the Department of
Geological Sciences at UT Austin, will speak on “Life
and Death by Impact: Drilling for Clues.”
Here is a short abstract of his talk: The most recent of Earth’s five largest mass extinction events occurred 66 million
years ago, coeval with the impact of a ~12 km asteroid, striking at ~60 degrees into what is today the Yucatán Peninsula, México, producing the ~200 km-wide Chicxulub crater. This impact, by some estimations, drove the extinction of
75% of life on Earth at the genus level including all non-avian dinosaurs. Proposed kill mechanisms include thermal
effects caused by the reentry of fast ejecta into Earth’s atmosphere, dust, soot, and sulfate aerosols reducing Earth’s
solar insolation and ocean acidification. In 2016, 835 m of core was recovered from the Chicxulub impact structure
through IODP-ICDP Expedition 364. Analyses done on these cores, downhole logs, and geophysical site survey data
have led to a series of advancements to our understanding of impact cratering processes and to how the Chicxulub impact affected the Earth’s environment leading to the Cretaceous-Paleogene mass extinction. Key areas of discovery
include: (1) clear evidence for origin of peak rings and crater dynamics in large impacts, (2) highest resolution record to
date of impact processes within the crater include deposition of impactites and role of ocean resurge, (3) rapid recovery
of life at ground zero with a key niche being filled by cyanobacteria, and 4) development of a long lived hydrothermal
system with astrobiological implications.
Please continue to the next page (page 2) for instructions on how to register on Zoom and join the meeting live online...

dallaspaleo.org

Hotline 817-355-4693
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June DPS Meeting (live online):
how to join us
by Tom Dill

We recommended creating a free Zoom account at https://zoom.us before the meeting (and you will receive a confirmation email), and then installing the Zoom application on your computer (Mac, PC, or Linux). You can also get the app for
tablets and phones from the Apple or Android app stores, then click on this link to join the meeting on Wednesday, June
9th at 6:30pm Central Time for informal chat and show-and-tell of fossils, with the formal meeting starting at 7:00pm
Central Time:
http://zoom.us/j/98610328448
If you haven’t used Zoom before, join early and you can test your audio and video; and if you cannot install the application,
you can also use a web browser (they recommend Google Chrome). Or start the Zoom app and join the meeting ID of
986 1032 8448 and passcode is 704093.
If you move your mouse over the Zoom window, controls will appear where you can turn on and off your audio and video
“feeds” to the meeting. Remember that you are on camera to the world and, if your audio feed is on when you cough or
the dog barks, Zoom will switch the focus to you. So, please be respectful and mute your audio until you want to talk.
Make yourself familiar with the Zoom controls, which appear when you move the mouse over the window, and learn where
and how to turn on and off (mute) your audio, and your video feed. Be aware that your spacebar also mutes and unmutes
your microphone (you can change that setting also).

During the presentations, we will mute everyone’s audio, but if you come in late, be sure to mute yourself. You can submit
questions for the speaker in the chat box, typing “QUESTION” to make them stand out. We will read them at the end in
the order received. We would love to see you (appropriately dressed) and hear you (at the appropriate times) at our next
meeting!
We hope to see you there!
Reconstruction of the end of the Cretaceous (previous page).
Reconstruction of the Chicxulub crater,
Yucatán Peninsula, Mexico,.
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Binge Watching with the DPS president
by Estée Easley

On the recommendation of my PIT Crew kid, I watched The Mitchells vs the Machines, and I’m glad I did. This new Netflix
movie has a dinosaur-loving child that will remind everyone in DPS of their own childhood or of someone they know. Aaron Mitchell is about 10 years old, and he loves dinosaurs. If you don’t want spoilers, stop reading here and watch the
movie! This article can wait.
When we first meet Aaron, he is sitting on his bed surrounded by dinosaurs. He is making phone calls to people asking if
they want to talk to him about dinosaurs. (Yes, Aaron, yes! I will talk with you about dinosaurs, you adorable little fellow!)
We learn that he has a secret handshake with his big sister — they make raptor claws and roar. Aaron has great dino toys
including a wooden 3D puzzle of a T. rex. His wall has “Encyclopedia Dinosaurs” and “Jurassic Extinction” posters, and he
wars great dino shirts. Even his social references use dinosaurs in similes.
While on a road trip, lucky Aaron gets to go to Dino Stop (“More dinos than you can handle”), but his sister teases him telling their parents that he’s not into dinosaurs anymore. Poor Aaron goes nuts trying to correct her, and of course they stop.
While there, they run into the neighbors whose daughter is a dino lover, too. They discuss the lack of feathers and inaccuracies at the roadside attraction. I think we can all relate to the frustration of knowing the science but seeing the tourist version (“Jurassic Park,” anyone?).
The movie plot does not revolve around dinosaurs or Aaron, but he adds golden moments to this show. Enjoy!

Netflix’s The Mitchells vs. the Machines.
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Visit dallaspaleo.org for most up-to-date
information and further details.

Everyone Loves a Parade!
Event Announcement by Philip Scoggins

When I was President in 2019, I thought a parade would be great exposure
for the Dallas Paleontological Society. Arlington’s 4th of July parade is one
of be largest, if not the largest, in Texas and ranks up there in the US — the
largest refers to both the number of floats and/or entries (well over 100) and
the number of spectators (often in the thousands).
The pandemic squashed mine and Arlington’s plans for a parade in 2020.
Unfortunately, I am not President anymore. Fortunately, 2020 is ffff...inaly
over! Most of all, “I am not dead yet.”
Arlington’s 4th of July parade is a go and so is the DPS. Be part of the parade. Come out and cheer as our entry passes you. Better, be to part of the
parade. We need a few people to wave, hold fossils, banners, or whatever
we come up with. Walking is unlikely but not finalized. Mostly, people are needed to decorate. Ok, what we will decorate
and when we decorate it remains uncertain. The DPS will furnish the décor unless you want to donate some buntings or
the like.
Contact Philip at pangea@dallaspaleo.org to volunteer.
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DPS “Social DiStancing via FoSSil Hunting” ScraPbook
Complied by Diane N. Tran

The best way to fight the spread of COVID-19 pandemic is to practice “social distancing” and, while many have opted to
spend their time at home, others have spent the time fossil hunting. So, here are some wonderful finds our fellow members generously shared on the DPS Facebook Group have come together to show off their fossils! Stay safe, everyone!

Aimee R: Ammonites (left two) and
echinoids (top right), Denton Creek.
Tyler H: Pleistocene Equus sp. Medial phalange, NSR (bottom right).
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HearD MuSeuM’S granD oPening oF
“texaS neSSie” exHibit (McKinney, TX)
Event Overview by Murray Cohen

A few years ago, the Heard Museum was kind enough to give Elizabeth
and me a tour of their prep lab. At the time, they were working on turtles.
In a side room, in the dark, all alone, there was a partial skull. A quick
mention... Oh, that is our plesiosaur. Oh, OK. And off to the UV lab.
When the notice of the Grand Opening was announced, I jumped on it.
Secured our seats. We arrived early and chit-chatted.
Darlene [Sumerfelt] gave a background lecture. Then we walked over.
There she was.
Spotlights making her glow and appear to be caught in a snapshot. Skull
at eye level. Teeth perfectly represented. Tipped at an angle as if swimming to catch the next fish. The display was breathtaking. Only inches
from the protective glass.
Elizabeth couldn't stop commenting on how fantastic it was that the glass
was only inches away. It is so easy to see every detail. The metal frame
perfectly designed to blend in. Then there is the oceanic scene behind.
A moment in time. Perfectly depicted by artist Pamela Riddle.
All of the staff were glowing. Such a perfect evening.
I highly recommend each of you to take the offer from the Heard to visit.
I couldn't find Pamela 's signature on the background art. I suggested
she make the letters bigger. Maybe, 8 feet? Hummm. Wonder why she
declined.
The exhibition is currently open to the
public (for general admission).
For more information, check out:
http://www.heardmuseum.org

“Texas Nessie” plesiosaur Trinacromerum (top), with Heard
Museum’s Paleontological Lab
Manager and Lead Preparator,
Darlene Sumerfelt (bottom).
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MeaDowMere Park’S “triaSSic trail” (graPevine, tx)
Event Overview by Diane N. Tran

For two weeks, between April 24th to May 9th (ending on Mother’s Day), was a spring experience of prehistoric proportions at Meadowmere Park’s “Triassic Trail.” It was a small walkthrough exhibit that was intended to take one back to the
Grapevine’s prehistoric past while enjoying the vast nature of the native grasses of its park. The event was hosted by the
Grapevine Botanical Gardens last year, but it was unfortunately never fully set up and subsequently shut down due to the
pandemic in March. And this year’s experience was hampered by the fact that no one was wearing masks nor social distancing. Yes, it’s an outdoor event; yes, it was a beautiful day out; but the crowd was a fair size and I personally would not
make a big deal out of it... IF YOU WORE YOUR FREAKIN' MASKS!

Secondly, please stop touching the dinosaurs! Despite the "Do Not Touch" signs and have a one-foot tall, five-foot long
makeshift fence made of branches in front of the walking trail, people being people chose to ignore these signs and fences
and, of course, walked up to them anyway for photos.
Three, the egg display, the paleontologist tools display, and teeth display were a nice edition to see. The moss in the egg
display caused moisture inside the dome to fog up, but it was still cute overall and informative; however, these displays still
had people are touching them, grabbing them, groping them, and they were definitely not sanitizing afterward.
Now, the trail itself was just a circular pathway and the dinosaurs themselves looked beautiful — apart from one, which I
will discuss later on — with the Grapevine Lake in the background. However, when it comes to scientific accuracy, I cannot help but rip them apart. There were ten displays in total: Nine of those were provided locally from Billings Productions
(also known as The Dinosaur Company) of Allen, which included:
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Protohadros — A basal species of duck-billed hadrosaur discovered in Flower Mound. It had a beautiful okapi
-like pattern and colouration.
Dilophosaurus — In a recent 2021 paper, its distinctive double crests were found to be made of keratin and
covered over its orbital festera as well, and were most likely used for display, thermal regulation, and call amplification. While it didn’t have the infamous frill, it did unfortunately and inaccurately spit water.
Ornithomimus — Mislabeled as Elaphrosaurus, Ornithomimus is found in Late Cretaceous North America, but
Elaphrosaurus was actually found in Late Jurassic Africa. This particular auto-animatronic was unfeathered
and had improperly pronated wrists. (Dinosaurs could not pronate, or rotate, their hands due to fused wrists.)
Stegosaurus — Generally, an adult is estimated to be about 26 to 30 feet long, which is about the length of a
school bus, so this particular one was half that size, so perhaps it is a juvenile or a subadult. It also lacked
cheeks.
Tyrannosaurus — This was clearly a juvenile in size. It is the akin to the size of the subadult Tyrannosaurus
on display at the Perot Museum.
Triceratops — Similarly to the Stegosaurus, this was small for a Triceratops. An adult Triceratops is estimated
at 26 to 30 feet, so this would have been a subadult, despite a calf on display at its side. This is supported by
the numerous small spikes, or epoccitials, that border the margin of its frill; as a Triceratops ages and matures
into adulthood, these epoccitals would reabsorb into the frill.
Deinonychus — This Late Cretaceous North American dromaeosaur was properly feathered and fearsome;
however, its “wings” were not properly attached to the ulna.
Troodon — Mislabeled as Compsognathus, the turkey-sized Troodon is found in Cretaceous North America,
while the smaller chicken-sized Compsognathus is found in Jurassic Europe.
Pachyrhinosaurus — This Late Cretaceous North American ceratopsian is not found in Texas at all, but further
north from Alberta, Canada, up to Alaska. (This was not an auto-animatronic, but climbing statue.)

Continued next page
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MeaDowMere Park’S “triaSSic trail” con’t
Dilophosaurus.

Ornithomimus.

Protohadros.

Stegosaurus.

Tyrannosaurus.

Triceratops.

Deinonychus.

Troodon.

Continued next page

Pachyrhinosaurus.
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MeaDowMere Park’S “triaSSic trail” con’t 2
Now, let’s talk about the “elephant in the room”…

Sauroposeidon.

One of these dinosaurs, just one, is not like the others: The tenth dinosaur
on the list was the showstopper! It was a gigantic sixty-foot tall, hundred-foot
long (or thereabouts) titanosaur created by Dino Don, Inc (run by "Dino" Don
Lessem), which is its own separate company, and is not associated nor affiliated with Billings whatsoever; they are competitors. While it is clearly a brachiosaurid, but it didn’t have a sign on site to specify its exact species (plus
several signs for other displays were already inaccurately labeled), the
Grapevine Parks and Rec website says it is a Brachiosaurus; but the Brachiosaurus from Dino Don’s website looks nothing like it, so I assumed it is a
Sauroposeidon (synonym Paluxysaurus), which the state dinosaur of Texas.
I’m not going to lie, but I will fully admit that this thing is impressive from afar:
It is very accurate in overall appearance to what little information of the Sauroposeidon is currently available (which basically consists of just four neck
vertebrae) — and it even has an observable cloaca! Unfortunately, it was
utterly and absolutely disappointing when one is up close: I do not know if
Dino Don, Inc, were able to get their people to assemble it, or if the park
people assembled it by themselves, but you could obviously see the seams,
which were held together by giant staples and these staples could be easily
pulled out by anyone close enough to do so, hence its "Frankenstein Monster"-esque scars. In fact, my friend and I were puzzled by some loose fishing line coming from one of the seams, so when we attempted to tuck it in,
we subsequently found two extremely large curved leather/upholstery needles attached to the fishing lines that were loosely dug into the skin.
It was not animatronic from what I could observe, as there were no wires or
hoses to indicate that it could move, so I assume it is a static statue. However, while driving up, I saw the tail whip around and, apparently, the only reason why that tail moved around in the first place was solely because kids
were batting the tail with wooden branches! While it did have a "Do Not
Touch" sign, this thing was not blocked by any fencing whatsoever, so people were pushing it, climbing underneath it, which is a horror, because it is
probably weighs several hundred pounds of steel, foam, and rubber haphazardly assembled together, again, with staples and fishing line, and did I mention before that kids were hitting it with wooden sticks! When we got a
chance to investigate the construction of the tail, we could feel a long flat
wire inside and the end was not padded by foam rubber at all, so this thing
could definitely knock a child over a good distance away and cause possible
harm. As an auto-animatronic/statue, with its girth aside, it is....atrocious!
Furthermore, I could not find any evidence of security cameras or park volunteers to keep any semblance of rule following
by any of the patrons either, hence no masks nor social distancing, and people running, again, under hundred pounds of
steel, foam, and rubber! So, if Grapevine ever chose to do this event again, please have proper fencing, or volunteers
supervising, so patrons do not touch, smack, or crawl under the dinosaurs! It was a liability waiting to happen — and I relieved that nothing did happen (this time)...
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DPS Annual Denton Creek Canoe Trip:
25th anniversary wrap-up
Event Overview by Roger Farish

Perfect field trip conditions — creek flowing at 66cfs with
temperature in the low 80s and no fire ants. With a fairly
swift current and deeper water we moved down the creek
quickly between gravel bars without much dragging.
That’s the good news. This also made the stream more
critical from a navigation standpoint helping multiple
members get their Saturday night baths early. I was informed of NO fatalities or even injuries. Our first aid kit
was on hand, though.
The trip was a sell-out with all six canoes being reserved
quickly and individual boat owners rounding out our quorum in less than a day. The 20-person limit was a consequence of COVID, but the outing couldn’t equitably accommodate many more collectors than that anyway.
Everyone was on time at the meeting point on I-35W. We
buddied up and left five vehicles behind for the shuttle
back to the put-in point after the trip. After the Hold
Harmless Agreements were signed, five-gallon buckets
(with waterproof lids) were distributed and Judah Epstein
had taken our group photo, we headed downstream. The
group was warned about the potential hazards ahead and
requested to stay together for safety and equal collecting
opportunities for all. This happened amazingly well. Kudos to all in attendance!

Group photo at Denton Creek.

Instead of collecting the bluffs, we concentrated on the gravel bars. Almost everyone found Holaster (Judah’s guest Tara
Thompson found the best) and Macraster (Linda Farish’s and Tyler Halbrook’s are good examples) echinoids. The ammonite discoveries varied from about nickel-size (David Hill) to 16 inches (Tyler again). Dozens of ammonites were found.
Matt Romano found a gastropod I hadn’t seen before but appears to be a Leptomaria austinensis. Collecting in general
was good although not quite as productive as in some years past.
This random assemblage of DPS members made me really appreciate our Society. Everyone was cheerful, supportive
and lighthearted. When a boat would flip, those nearby would resolve the situation by retrieving those affected, rounding
up displaced gear, righting the craft and getting those directly involved moving on down the creek. The Matt Romano party
of 4 (in one boat) were amazing — don’t know how he avoided a mutiny, but they didn’t have much choice.
Huge thanks again to David Hill for picking up the rack of canoes in Colleyville and roundtripping them for us.
We had everyone in the water by 9:30 and were disembarking downstream at 3:30. Enjoy the following photos taken by
myself and Judah.

Continued next page
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DPS annual Denton creek canoe triP con’t
Launch.

Alex Jean with treasure after
liberation by David Hill.

Linda Farish in whitewater.

Roger on fast piece of creek.

Romano party of four.

Roger reading the Pleistocene.

Continued next page
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DPS annual Denton creek canoe triP con’t 2
Sveta Earnest.

Last big outcrop with Sheri Morris.

Scott with David Hill.

Tyler Halbrook with nautiloid.

Linda Farish’s two Macrasters.

Best Holaster went home with Tara.
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Shark Tooth Trip to Sherman CReeks
(Saturday, June 12th)
Event Announcement by Roger Farish

We are in an unprecedented time which calls for unprecedented organization. There will be only 30 people allowed for this
outing, so sign-ups will be required. Online registration will be opened on Wednesday, June 9th at noon at http://
www.dallaspaleo.org. There are multiple access points to the four creeks that produce teeth in this area. So, a decision
will be made on the day of the trip, exactly where we’ll be collecting. A Hold Harmless agreement will be sent to attendees.
The largest Cretaceous shark teeth in Texas come from the
creeks around the Sherman/Denison, Texas area. Since the
area’s so heavily collected, we’ve found success in digging/
screening for the teeth. You can simply surface collect, rake
through the gravel or actually screen — dry or wet — for teeth.
We will find teeth.
We will be collecting in the equivalent geology as the Midlothian
quarries – the Austin/EagleFord contact or basically the Turonian/Coniacian boundary of the Upper Cretaceous — so the
teeth are the same as there. The only difference is that there is
no visible stratigraphic boundary here like is present in the quarries. The Austin Chalk down through the basal Atco formation
has been eroded away into these creeks. So, we’ll be collecting
‘float’ material as opposed to in situ fossils. Sometimes, you
can find secondary deposition (Pleistocene deposits in the
walls) containing this ‘contact’ material along with potential
Pleistocene mammal material. Arrowheads,too.
Continued next page
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SHark tootH triP to SHerMan creekS con’t
Some screens will be provided for use, but if you would like to build your
own, here are a few tips.
Hardware stores usually have the materials you will need to build yourself a
screen.
A simple approach is to use ½” PVC pipe with floatation in the form of foam
swimming noodles or 2-liter pop bottles. All this can be attached with zip
(cable) ties. See photos:
Screen material:

Framing material:

½” hardware cloth (wire) mesh, then
then 1/4" hardware cloth, then metal
(brass preferable) window screen and
finally (I have some brass screen, contact
me) ½ mm stainless steel (for the serious
collectors)
1x2" wood strips fastened together with
wood screws and/or L-brackets ½” PVC
pipe and elbows with floaty material
attached.

1 1/2' - 2' screen (box) sizes are usually easiest to handle. Various methods
of attaching the screen to the frame can be used including a wood lathe strip
sandwiching the screen so no rough screen edges are exposed. If you're
working by yourself you can build a leg onto one side of your screen so you
can do your sorting without having to hold up the entire weight of the screen
and contents. Rope loops thru the bottom screen frame will allow you to dunk
your layer of screens efficiently. Screens can be nested, one inside the other,
or simply stacked (see attached photos of some designed and made by
member Gerald Bogan).
Of course, you'll need a shovel to load your screens and possibly twine to
keep your screen from floating off.

Know that there are multiple hazards on these urban creeks including broken
glass, metal construction materials, snakes, fire ants and stinging insects to
name a few.
We'll LEAVE the Jack-in-the-Box at Hwy 75 and FM 1417 (just south of
Sherman) at 8:30. Email Roger Farish with your questions or suggestions:
rffarish@verizon.net (972-898-2700 on field trip day).
After lunch at nearby Dickey’s BBQ, we’ve been invited to tour the most extensive local shark tooth/arrowhead collection/display in this part of Texas. It
was collected before the creeks became so popular and you could collect a handful of nice teeth on an outing. After that
we can see about some more collecting (or a nap).
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tHe DinoSaur coMPany’S
“a SuMMer oF DinoS”
(Allen, TX)
Event Announcement by Diane N. Tran

The Dinosaur Company (also known as Billings Productions), the one of the world’s leading manufacturer of lifesized animatronic dinosaurs and prehistoric predators, is
celebrating the end of the school year with a number of
summer events, which include “Raptors: Then and Now,”
a presentation on the evolution of dinosaurs into birds,
teaming up with real-life avian ambassadors from Blackland Prairie Raptor Center and volunteers from the Dallas Paleontological Society; create dinosaur egg bath bombs during the “Eggs-ellent Bath Bomb Event” with Buff City’s Soaps; and
attend paleo-related “Dinosorcery” magic shows and workshops with the amazing Alan Paoletti (of AP Magic).
For more details, check out: http://thedinosaurcompany.shop/events.

tHe DinoSaur coMPany’S “raPtorS tHen anD now” (allen, tx)
Event Overview by Diane N. Tran

Scheduling a number of events for “A Summer of Dinos” for 2021, The Dinosaur Company’s first
event happened on Memorial Weekend on Saturday, May 29th, called “Raptors Then and Now,”
teaming up with Blackland Prairie Raptor Center and the Dallas Paleontological Society, that focuses on the evolution of dinosaurs into modern-day birds.
The factory doors to the “corral” were open to the public
before and after the presentation, specifically bringing out
specific therapods especially for the event, which included Troodon formosus, the ovaraptorid Citipati osmolskae,
and dromaeosaurs Deinonychus antirrhopus and Utahraptor ostrommaysi. DPS volunteers Tom Dill and Andrew “Dino Dad” Stuck, of Dino Dad Reviews, manned
their own tables: Tom brought out a replica of a mosasaur skull and passed out fossils to guests. Andrew had
set up a table of the evolutionary phylogeny of dinosaurs (and
other archosaurmorphs) to modern-day birds, using painter’s
tape and scientifically-accurate prehistoric toys.
Blackland Prairie Raptor Center did a wonderful presentation
on modern-day raptors, or birds of prey, and bring out their avian ambassadors to show and tell, namely Cleopatra the American Kestrel (Falco sparverius), Missi the Mississippi Kite (Ictinia
mississippiensis), Sweet Pea the Eastern Screech Owl (Megascops asio), and a few baby Screech Owls. They did pass
around samples of taxidermic wings and talons to the audience as well. The Dinosaur Company will be repeating their
“Raptors Then and Now” event for the months of June, July, and August.
For more details, check out: http://thedinosaurcompany.shop/events.
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Women in paleontology:
Darlene Sumerfelt
Interview with Darlene Sumerfelt

How did you get interested in Paleontology?
I earned a degree in Anthropology and had planned to
go continue my education and obtain a master’s degree
focusing on Native American studies. My plans were
interrupted by a job transfer for my husband’s job to Texas. After relocating, I was looking for something to do
related to my interest all things past. There were openings at the Dallas Museum of Natural History in Fair Park
in the Paleo Lab, and I began fossil prep there in November of 2000. I was immediately hooked. I didn’t
want to dig for pottery shards anymore, I wanted to dig
dinos! I’ve been at the Perot for twenty-one years, director of the Heard Lab for eleven years and volunteer for
the Arlington Archosaur Site for ten years. I also have done occasional visits to the Whiteside Museum of Natural History for the past five years.
What were some of your favorite digs in your twenty-one years of volunteerism?

The first would have to be a dig at the Arlington Archosuar Site in 2009 we named
“Crocorama.” A cache of hundreds of ancient crocodile bones was found leading to the
discovery of a new species, Deltasuchus motherali. As we tried to find the perimeter
around the bones, we kept finding more and more bones. It was an amazing day. Another
Arlington dig that stands out was during the fall of 2012. A small group was on site and
the weather was perfect. I found a large section of a crocodile lower jaw. Minutes later,
John Beeck found part of the snout and continuing this streak; one foot to my right, Russell
Sublette found a partial hadrosaur tibia. Several other items were found that day as well.
I really enjoyed participating in a dig with the Perot Museum for the mammoth now on display. The first time I went, and we pulled the tarp back over the area, I couldn’t believe the
size of the mammoth and it was only a juvenile! Those were the largest bones I had ever
jacketed. I found it humorous as well to see that all the paper tags that were put on the
bones the day before had been gathered up by mice who made a cozy nest with them in
the mammoth pelvic bones. The highlight of the dig though was after we had detached
and jacketed the skull, it was lifted via forklift onto a truck. One of those, “Oh, please don’t
let it fall” moments.
The final would have to be the day I had pulled a Dimetrodon vertebrae out of the 285million-year-old premium soil in Seymour Texas. I was feeling proud until Chris Flis said,
“Wow, I just found another Dimetrodon; looks like it might be complete.” He immediately made me feel better by nicknaming it after me, so Darlene the Dimetrodon came to be. It was an honor and I really appreciated it. I enjoyed helping to excavate the bones.

Continued next page
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woMen in Paleontology con’t
Any funny stories when things didn’t go as planned you would like to share?
I’m sure there are many but two that come to mind are the time at the Perot lab when
I was trying to glue a very fragile and badly-fractured hadrosaur bone back together.
I was alone in the lab. I was utilizing both hands to hold the pieces in place I had
glued. I realized when I tried to remove my hands that two fingers on each hand was
stuck to the fossil — really stuck. I sat for a while pondering how I really didn’t want
to pull that bone apart removing my fingers. I decided to wait it out for someone to
come by the lab and help detach my fingers. Thankfully, it wasn’t long. Karen Morton and Acetone to the rescue.
When working on the mosasaur at the Heard Lab, I was working with a new volunteer. The Heard lab is located off site from the main museum in a wooded, secluded
area. When the volunteer left, I ask him to please lock the door when he left as I
would be alone in the building. He locked me in the lab and left the building open another one I had to figure out how to get out of.
What are some differences between when you first started volunteering and now?
A definite presence of more women! When I first started volunteering there were very few (or none) in the lab or the field.
In fact, Derek always called me “One of the boys” at the Arlington Site. It was great when more women started volunteering at the Arlington site and especially seeing two women preparators now at the Perot! I consider Mary Anning to be the
most admirable woman ever in paleontology.
What are some similarities between differences between the Heard Museum, Whiteside Museum, and the Perot?
The Heard Museum is a small non-profit museum serving thousands per year with a focus on children. My role at this museum has been a leadership role which brings a lot of joy such as putting the exhibits on the floor that will be there long
after I’m gone, but also brings a lot of stress as well. The Whiteside Museum is a gem that started small but is growing in
leaps and bounds under the direction of Chris Flis. Each volunteer experience there is always a good mixture of lab work,
field fun and learning. The Perot is, of course, a larger entity with a lot of volunteers. I’ve watched it grow over the years
as well. I feel very fortunate to have some of the bones I’ve prepped on the exhibit floor along with other volunteer completed projects and fossil finds.

Any advice you would like to share?
Remember fossils are rarely sitting on the surface. Field work is hard work, and the weather can be uncooperative. If you
have the opportunity to go on a dig, plan on hard, physical work along with great reward. Be prepared and don’t ever go
into the field if you have any health issues that may compromise your health and the success of the dig. Other than that,
follow your dreams, believe in yourself, and when you approach a challenge, have the mindset that failure is not an option.
Most importantly, enjoy life and never quit learning!
Thank you for including me in the series “Women in Paleontology”! I’ve been fortunate to have had a lot of wonderful opportunities, great adventures, and fun doing volunteer work in paleontology in the area for the last twenty-one years, meeting many interesting people, and making lifetime friends along the way.
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Paleontology in the news
Complied by Andrew “Dino Dad” Stück

1. New Turtle from Arlington Archosaur Site (Nature) — Scientists have described a new species of side-necked (or Pleurodiran) turtle from the Arlington Archosaur Site named Pleurochayah appalachius. It represents the earliest known crown Pleurodiran in Laurasia, and possesses a unique combination of features that are characteristic of multiple Pleurodiran sub-clades.
Some of these features appear to suggest marine adaptations, which brings
some clarity to the initial dispersal of side-neck turtles out of Gondwana.
2. New Sabertooth Species (SpringerLink) — Based on detailed comparisons
of specimens from museums in Oregon, Idaho, Texas, and California, researchers have described a new species of sabertooth cat named Machairodus lahayishupup, which seems to have rivaled its more famous relative
Smilodon in size. Remains are sparse at this point, and the initial identification rests largely on features of their humerus bones. Said humeri stretched
to about 1.4 times the length of a modern-day lion.
3. New Jurassic Island Mammal (SpringerLink) — Researchers have named
Hercynodon germanicus, a new dryolestid mammal from the Langenberg
Quarry near Bad Harzburg, Germany, from which the dwarf brachiosaur Europasaurus also hails. It appears to belong to a clade of dryolestids endemic
to Europe. However, despite representing the earliest known member of the
group, it also possesses the most derived characteristics when compared to
other members. The researchers speculate that due to its isolation on the
same prehistoric island as Europasaurus, it likely underwent a heightened of
evolution compared to its mainland relatives, resulting in its early diverging
appearance. (Hercynodon appeared prior to its formal description in the Europasaurus graphic novel, a collaboration between one of the paper’s authors, Oliver Wings, and paleoartist Joschua Knüppe.
Reconstructions of turtle Pleurochayah appalachius (top), sabertoothed Machairodus
lahayishupup (middle), and dryolestid
mammal Hercynodon Germanicus (bottom).

4. Mammaliaform Extinction Led To Mammalian Radiation (Cell Press)
— A classic supposed truism of the Age of Dinosaurs holds that dinosaurs
kept mammals in the shadows, preventing them achieving their full potential until the dinosaurs went extinct. A recent study challenges this common assumption, suggesting instead that non-Therian mammaliaforms instead may have played the primary role in
suppressing the evolution of more derived mammals. This research seems to indicate that Therian mammals did not
begin to significantly radiate until after non-Therian mammaliaform diversity began to collapse in diversity during the
mid-Paleocene, well after the dinosaurs went extinct. This effect appears to occur across all mammal groups extant at
the time, even those that likely would not have come into competition with dinosaurs in the first place, suggesting that
the primary ecological pressure seems to have come from competition with other mammaliaforms.
5. PLOS Interview with Dr. Fiorillo (PLOS ONE) — Our own Anthony “Tony” Fiorillo has recently joined the Section
Editorial board of the open access science journal PLOS ONE, bringing his insights from the paleontological field to
their policy development and guidelines. The PLOS ONE blog, “EveryONE,” marked the occasion with an interview
about Dr. Fiorillo’s interests and career.
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Dino Bo Bulletin

by Beau “Dino Bo” McDaniel
One of my favorite dinosaurs is the Ankylosaurus. This herbivorous fella was a huge armored creature that seems to resemble a
walking tank more than a dinosaur. A few months ago an interesting paper made its way public that seems to shed light on how
it lived.
In 1979, a joint Soviet Polish-Mongolian expedition stumbled upon
an interesting find. An upright and nearly completely intact ankylosaur. Unable to take it with the them, it is believed they took the
skull and built a box around the remaining fossils to protect it.
Although they fully intended to return to excavate the remaining
fossils, they never did and its existence was lost to time. Fast
One of the ankylosaurian fossils found
forward twenty years and the wonderful Phil Currie notices a box
during the 1970s Polish-Mongolian
in the desert. After they remove the boards and brushed away the sand, they
expedition, Saichania chulsanensis.
began to see just how amazing this fossil was. Once again, unable to take it with
them, it would sit there for nine more years before it could be collected.
The big find was the presence of the legs. Most ankylosaur remains are found near ancient rivers and the legs are easily
washed away. Very little is know about ankylosaur legs, this fossil changed that. “Here we have this animal sitting upright,
hands and feet underneath its body, shovel-like forelimbs, big muscle scars, indicating that it had very powerful arms for
possibly digging and that it may have been its way of protection," said Currie. “We found that this specimen showed a lot
of evidence toward…doing exactly that kind of thing.”
Digging would have allowed the ankylosaur to dig itself into the ground, burying its soft underbelly and leaving on the hard
armored part exposed. This theory was proposed in the 1970s, but a lack of evidence left it as just that — a theory. Now,
the question remains, is this unique adaptation specific to just this Mongolian ankylosaur or was it a more broad skill set?
Time will tell but it gives us something to look forward to in the future as we continue to learn so much about this ancient
creatures.

Pin on tHe eDitor’S Hat
Series by Diane N. Tran

Since joining the DPS, my hat, which is covered with paleo-related enamel pins, has
gartered much attention and every month will spotlight a different pin:
A member of a family of advanced toothless pterosaurs with unusually long, stiffened
necks known as Azhdarchidae, the Quetzalcoatlus northropi (from The StemCell Science Shop) is the largest known flying animal, first discovered by a college geology
graduate from University of Texas in Austin at Big Bend National Park, Texas, and its
genus refers to the Aztec feathered serpent god, Quetzalcoatl. With an estimated
height of 18 feet (5.5 meters), wingspan of 36 to 39 feet (11 to 12 meters), and weight of 500 pounds (250 kg), it was certainly a soarer in flight, using up-currents of air in a warm environment; however, it did not eat fish, as its remains are
found far inland deposits far from seas or other large bodies of water, and it was most likely a terrestrial predator that fed
on small to medium-sized dinosaurs.
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Committee Chairs, and Advisors
Elected Offices:
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Editor

Chairs:

Education Chair
Field Trips Chair
Historian Chair
Hospitality Chair
Membership Chair
Programs Chair
Promotions Chair
Publications Chair
Scholarships Chair
Webmaster

Estée Easley
Kate Fenton
Genevieve Freix
Pam Lowers
Diane N. Tran

president@dallaspaleo.org
vp@dallaspaleo.org
secretary@dallaspaleo.org
treasurer@dallaspaleo.org
editor@dallaspaleo.org

Joseph O’Neil
Kim Pervis
Bob Williams
Lucia Smith
[Group Effort]
Tom Dill
Roger Farish
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Roland Gooch
Linda Farish
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DPS Advisors:

Philip Scoggins, Rocky Manning, Tom Dill

Professional Advisors:

Dr. Tony Fiorillo, SMU Shuler Museum
Dr. Louis Jacobs, SMU Shuler Museum
Dr. Merlynd Nestell, University of Texas at Arlington
Dr. Ron Tykoski, Perot Museum of Nature and Science

The Dallas Paleontological Society was founded in 1984 for the purpose of promoting interest in and knowledge
of the science of paleontology. It was intended by the founding members that the Society would be a network for
the exchange of data between professionals and serious amateurs in this field.
dallaspaleo.org
The Dallas Paleontological Society meets the second Wednesday of every month at 7:00pm at Brookhaven College,
unless we have something special happening that month. Please check our calendar for exact dates. Original versions
of minutes and treasury reports will be available upon requests. Come meet with us, hear a speaker, learn about paleontology, and bring your unidentified fossils and unique finds to share with the group. You will be welcome, and we will
enjoy meeting you. For a map of our meeting location visit dallaspaleo.org/contact.
No portion of these materials may be reproduced in any form or stored in any system without the written permission of
the Dallas Paleontological Society © 2021
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Contents inside:
Livestreaming the DPS June meeting online, join the
Shark Tooth Trip to Sherman Creeks and Richardson’s 4th of July parade!

•

Overviews of the DPS May meeting, Heard Museum’s
Grand Opening of the Heard Museum’s “Texas Nessie” Exhibit (McKinney, TX), Meadowmere Park’s
“Triassic Trail” (Grapevine, TX), 25th anniversary of
the DPS Annual Denton Creek Canoe Trip, and the
Dinosaur Company’s “Raptors Then and Now” (Allen,
TX)!

•

Scrapbook of DPS members’ fossils, “Women in Paleontology” (a special interview with Darlene Sumerfelt),
“Dino Bo Bulletin,” “Pin in the Editor’s Hat,” etc.

•

Reviews, updates, news, and more!

Dallas, TX 75222-3846
PO Box 223846
Dallas Paleontological Society

A special PSA from the Allosaurus
from San Diego Natural History
Museum (San Diego, CA): “Avoid
extinction by getting vaccinated!”

•
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